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------------------------------------------------------ ***-------------------------------------------------Abstract: - Cloud computing is a prominent technology nowadays. Companies like Amazon, Google and Microsoft
are enhancing the services provided for their users. Security issue is a problem that matches users to the cloud
systems. Secured network access is an example of flexible, flexible cloud computing of configurable computing
resources. Cloud computing released using client computing, service providers, or low management efforts. Such
as the Cloud Service Provider (CSP) service is fully organized, end users don’t want to see the information of a
particular technology. In this paper, we studied about various service models deployed in the cloud network such
as IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. There are many problems that are faced in cloud computing are described in this paper
and it is wireless network so it has many security issues also which are also studied.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, CSP, IaaS, PaaS, Saa, Security and Privacy.
---------------------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------------------I INTRODUCTION
Computing as a service has seen a phenomenal growth in
recent years. The main motivation of this growth is because of
the lack of capitalism and operating costs, the dynamic scaling,
the utilization of new services and the promotion of a dedicated
infrastructure. Therefore, organizations seeing IT resorts have
begun to speed up cloud computing. In the context of a single
system consisting of a single operating system and a single
application, organizations are shifting to cloud computing, where
resources are available are available in abundance and the user
has a wide range to choose from. The best part of cloud
computing is to give more flexibility than its counterparts. IT
bellows have shown a lot of benefits for its achievement. Cloud
principle is "in accordance with the use of", in the foreground to
increase costs. Other benefits include mobility, easy utilization,
utilization of resources, portability of applications etc. That is,
users are not able to access anywhere from anywhere, anywhere,
or even waste unwanted hardware resources. Today's computing
technology has witnessed a large migration of 5 organizations
from their IT infrastructure to the cloud. Cloud computing is a
well-known technology nowadays. Companies like Amazon,
Google and Microsoft are enhancing the services provided for
their users. Security issue is a problem that matches users to the
cloud systems. Cloud Service Providers are in relation to nonpassing security measures, including complete restrictions,
control, audit, confidentiality, and availability. Privacy acts

which are in use are out of date and are not protecting the private
information of user in the cloud environment since they are not
applicable to three parties Such as cloud service users, cloud
service provider, and cloud provider. Privacy problems may
occur when multiple applications are in multiple locations.
Cloud computing provides data collection with the use of low
cost capital, the company's new range of processing capabilities.
When someone is working in a public domain or a firewall,
security arrangements and concerns arise. Cloud computing can
access the internet online at any time without managing the real
resources of physical and technological management. Cloud
computing resources are expanding and dynamic. The difference
in cloud security is the loss of enterprise control against a special
technical challenge. It's important to use cloud-based app access
control. The application of security, infrastructure and platform
is under provider’s control.
II SERVICE MODELS
The services-based architecture, "everything as a service"
(either acronym Eaas or xaas,[1] or basically aas), cloudcomputing providers are "services" in accordance with various
models, including three of NIST's standard models as a service
for the Infrastructure (IaaS) Platform (PaaS), a software as a
service Service (SaaS). These models provide increment; They
often see a layer in a stack: services like infrastructure, platform,
software, but not necessarily related to each other. For example,
objects that do not have PaaS or IaaS layers may manually
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display physical machines (just metal), and can run the program
in IAS and directly access it.SaaS.
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)
The infrastructure based on an online service (IAS) based on
online services provided by diversified high quality APIs data
for physical computing assets, location, data division, scaling,
backup and security.Crane, Oracle VirtualBox, Oracle VM,
KVM, VMware ESX / SXA and Hyper-Wire Virtual Machines
are hyper-VL LDD. The pumping of hypervisor pools in the
cloud operating system will support virtual machines at a large
scale and will serve the customer with different requirements.
Linux Containers Separate sections of a single Linux kernel
work directly on the hardware.The Linux cgroups and
namespace also refer to Linux kernel technologies. Contains a
higher performance container than virtualization, as there is no
hypervisor overhead. Auto-scales with dynamic style container
capability with computing loading that eliminates the extraprovisioning issue and enables usage-based billing. File system
or object storage, firewalls, load balancers, IP addresses, virtual
local area networks (VLUN), virtual machine disks, image
library, software packages, etc. [2]

Fig.1Cloud computing service models are arranged into layers
in stack
The definition of cloud computing explains NISC: "The
customer can deploy and control the optometric Software that
contains operating systems &applications. Customers do not
control or control basic cloud infrastructure, and operating
systems, storage, and alignment Control over the selected
networking modules (for example, host firewall).
These sources require IAS-Cloud Providers from large pools
of installed devices in data centers. Users can usagecarrier or
internet clouds (used for virtual private N/Ws) for wide area
connectivity,. Operating system images and their software will

be used in cloud infrastructure. In this model, manage the user of
the pocket operating system and application software. Cloud
providers usually provide IIS services on utility computing basis:
Cost Allocation and Expense.
Platform as a service (PaaS)
Definition of NISTs on cloud computing describes the
platform as a service:[3]
The ability of the client to deploy client infrastructure or
user-generated applications created with programming
languages, libraries, services, and tools that support the provider.
Cloud infrastructure cannot be controlled or managed by Cloud
Cloud, Servers, Operating Systems, or Storage, but controls the
applications and configuration settings deployed for the app
hosting environment.
Pass Developers Develop Environmental Impact. The
toolkit and development for distribution and distribution shall be
developed for the provider's standards. In PaaS, Cloud providers
run computer platforms such as operating systems, programming
language, environmental, database, and web server. Index
developers develop and operate their software solutions. Without
the complexity and cost to purchase and handle hardware and
software layers on the cloud platform. Cloud user will not want
to physically distribute faster apps like Microsoft Azure, Oracle
Cloud Platform, & Google Application Engine. The second is the
architecture of creating real time in cloud conditions. PaaS uses
more app applications such as media encoding provided in
services such as Bitcodin.com [3] or media.io.[4]
PaaS specific communications and data management service
providers have adopted delivery modes for data synchronization.
Examples comprise iPaaS (integrated platform like a service) &
dPaaS (data platform as a service). iPaaS users can help develop,
implement, and control the integration currents. In the IPaaS
Integrated model, users execute progress & utilization for
integration deprived of installing, uninstalling, or uninstalling
hardware or middleware.[6] dPaaS provides integrated dataconsumer-products products to the fully regulated service. [7]
Creates and executes data solutions by creating customer
requests that the customer ignores. DPaaS users must preserve
transparency & control done data by the Data Visualization
Apparatus. As customers cannot control or manage Cloud
Infrastructure Services (PaaS), including platforms, servers,
operating systems or storage, applications and application
hosting environment are configurable.
The most recent PaaS Blockchine is a service (BaaS), IBM.
Some merchants, such as IBM Bluemix, Oracle Cloud Platform,
[9] [11]
Software as a service (SaaS)
Describe Cloud Computing's NIST Software like a service: [10]
The user can usage the app of the application that workings
on cloud infrastructure. Applications can be accessed
aftermultiple client apparatuses with a web browser (for
example, web based email) or a client interface like
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programming interface.The basic cloud infrastructure cannot be
controlled or controlled, including network, servers, operating
systems, storage, or each application capacity.
As a service in the software (SaaS) model, users have access
to the application software and databases. Cloud providers
control the infrastructure and platforms that operate the apps. It
is known as "on-demand software".Normally pay per pay or use
a subscription fee. [11] Run&install Application Soft used for
Cloud & Cloud users to access s/wafter cloud providers. Cloud
users do not handle the cloud infrastructure and the applicationdriven platform. Operate&install on user's selfPCs, disregarding
privileges through shortening support&maintenance. Cloud
applications will differ from other applications in their scalability
- many times you can run on Windows computers to clonation
tasksdesktop demand. Load balances are distributed throughout
the gear of virtual machines. This process is transparent to the
cloud user, and they will only see a single access point.Cloud
applications can be multitant, which means that many cloud
users have multiple cloud user organizations.
The pricing method for SaaS applications is usually a
monthly or annual fee fee for each user, [13] so users can add
and remove them at any time. Those who claim that Sao Paulo
provides possibilities for reducing IT expenditure through a
hardware, software maintenance and support for cloud provider.
This enables the business to redistribute IT expenditures to
achieve other targets from hardware / software expenditure and
personal expenses. In addition, the applications that are required
to install the new software, along with the applications that are
centered, can be renewed. There is a shortage of SaaS for storing
user data on the cloud provider's server. As a result, there may
be unauthorized access to the data.
III SECURITY AND PRIVACY
Privacy computing raises privacy concerns so that cloud
computing can access data at any time. It may accidentally or
intentionally change or delete information. Under law, cloud
providers may need information to third parties without
warranty.Users are permitted in their privacy policies before the
cloud services begin to use. Privacy solutions include the
selection of end-user users for how data is collected along with
policy and legislation. [15] Users can store or store data in the
cloud in order to prevent unauthorized access.[16]
According to the Cloud Security Alliance, the top three
threats in the cloud are Insecure Interfaces and API's, Data Loss
& Leakage, and Hardware Failure—which 29%, 25% and 10%
are considered as security athletes respectively. This form has
been shared with technical disabilities. Different users may share
information from different clients on the same server when
different users share different cloud provider platforms.
Additionally, Eugene Schulz, chief technology officer at
Emacint Security, said hackers were spending time and time
traveling to the cloud."Some true Achilles is caught in cloud
infrastructure, causing problems for bad guys." Hackers can get
theoretically restricted to store information datasets - a process
called "hyperjacking", since data from hundreds of thousands or

thousands of companies can be stored on large cloud servers.
Suchinstancescomprise dropbox safety violations & iCloud 2014
issue.[17] In October 2014, Dropbox came into existence with 7
million users hackers stolen to earn monitoring value through
Bitcoins (BTC). Usingthis password, they can read private data
and refer to search engines (information public). [18]
The problem of legitimate ownership of data (if a user stores
some of the data in the cloud, can the cloud provider make
profit?).Many Terms of Service agreements are silent on the
question of ownership.[18] Physical control of computer devices
is safer than any other’s switch (public cloud).It gives priority to
common cloud computing service providers to develop and
maintain a stronger management of secure services. Discover
some small productions that are efficient in IT security & are
further safe to usage into the public cloud.There is the risk that
end users do not understand the issues involved when signing on
to a cloud service (persons sometimes don't read the many pages
of the terms of service agreement, and just click "Accept"
without reading). Some of the cloud computing services have
become popular. Apple Siri or Google's name deserve
now.Basically, the private cloud owner looks more secure with
more control over it, although the public cloud looks more
flexible, and the user needs minimal time and money.[20]
IV PROBLEMS IN CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud computing attracts users with highly elastic and
scalable users with a relatively low cost-paying "pay-in-user"
tagline line. Compared to the construction of your own
infrastructure, consumers can reduce costs via migration,
storage, and hosting.While it offers the economy and human
resources, it creates many challenges and accidents. Considering
the impact of cloud computing, its future ventures are entirely
dependent on its business benefits and technical transactions. It
has its own benefits; nevertheless it has numerous issues and
challenges:
• Data Integrity
• Data Theft
• Privacy Issues
• Infected Application
• Data Loss
• Data Location
• Security on Vendor Level
• Security on User Level
V LITERATURE REVIEW
[1] Toqeer Ali Syed, Abdur Rahman and Abdur
Rahman,[2015]Hosting service providers completely switch
from hardware to cloud computing. However, the rhetoric of
corporations that transmit information to such a solution will
remove data that is not under their control. Pay-Asyou-Go is the
primary concept of cloud service providers. However, they share
the basic amenities of various tenants who create security issues.
Corporates need trust and dependency as security providers used
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by service providers are safe. Existing IaaS (Infrastructure as a
Service) providers have adopted all standard software-based
security solutions. However, recent research shows that
software’s security solutions are itself vulnerable to attack. The
Trusted Computing Group (TCG) introduced the concept of
hardware root of trust. Transform Platform Module (TPM) rather
than the software.[20]
[2] Muhammad Aufeef Chauhan and Muhammad Ali
Babar,[2011]The focus of industry and academic fields is to use
or test the technology for cloud computing. Rising companies
think their systems are migrating to cloud-enabled infrastructure.
However, there has not been much attention paid to provide
sufficient process support. Since migration projects are likely to
encounter several kinds of challenges, it is important to identify
and share the process and logistical requirements of migration
projects in order to build a body of knowledge of appropriate
process, methods, and tools. It paper acclaims how to
transmission existing systems to cloud computing through
reporting our determinations to goal open source software
(OSS). Framework, hackystat, cloud computing. [21]
[3]Jing Bi, Haitao Yuan, Wei Tan, MengChu Zhou, Yushun
Fan, Jia Zhang, and Jianqiang Li [2015] This paper presents a
novel analytical model to calculate profit in a virtualized cloud
data center. It takes into account several usually ignored factors
including the practical service-level agreements that currently
exist between cloud providers and their customers, Completed
Requests, Approval Requests, and Electricity Value. [18]
Calculate the requested drawback rates correctly based on
external and internal workloads for virtualized Cloud Data
Centers, and place them on an analytical effect system model to
deal with non-steady states in a VCDC for the first time. We then
propose a novel smart controller which can realize dynamic finegrained resource provisioning and manage multiple resource
sharing for resource-intensive applications with different service
classes. We show that the formulated optimization problem can
be formalized as a mixed integer nonlinear program. We suggest
you to solve this with a combined swit intimacy and unofficial
access to an integrated method. Finally, the simulation results
based on various realistic workload traces have demonstrated the
accuracy of the proposed model and effectiveness of the
proposed profit enlargement concept.
VI CONCLUSION
Cloud computing is expressively leading today’s IT
enterprises towards achieving their business goals alongside
providing utmost customer satisfaction with very lower cost with
respect to infrastructure, platforms, and software perspectives.
While these infrastructure-related hassles handled by a CSP,
cloud service provider, organization needs to completely focus
on the service to their customers. Being a user of cloud services
from CSP, organizations need not have high technical potential
with respect 17 infrastructure and platforms. Whereas, Cloud
Service Users need to have expertise on the functionality
provisioning/servicing based on their customer requirements.

Alongside to its benefits, cloud computing is also comes with
various challenges. Among all, security being a leading threat.
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